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At the Intertraffic we will be presenting

our new mobile traffic light controller

FG 2 for pedestrian and bottleneck

traffic. It has been tested pursuant to the

The traffic light controller

FG 2 is very easy to use.

All parameters are adjusted directly at

the controller using the touch panel,

without needing a laptop or any other

aids. All inputs can be printed out at any

time for checking or verification,

including the planned/actual signal

timetable, ON/OFF program, inter-

locking matrix, monitoring table, fault

memory etc. The mobile pedestrian

controller FG 2 is already fitted ex

works with many system functions and

operating modes. These include vehicle-

actuated control with four different day

programs together with automatic green

phase extension, green on request

(continuous red), fixed phase, flashing,

blank or manual mode and much more

besides.

The FG 2 controller

is fitted with many

monitoring systems

pursuant to RiLSA,

TL-LSA and VDE

0832 so that the

traffic light shuts

down within < 0.3

seconds in the event

of a disturbance.

The standard FG 2

can be operated from

a 12V battery and

from the 230V power supply, it has

overvoltage and undervoltage protection

and also actuates LED signal technology.

A request counter for pedestrian mode is

already fitted ex works. Options include

radio clock operation (DCF 77) e.g. for

progressive signalling, together with

German Technical Delivery Conditions

for Mobile Traffic Light Systems (TL-

LSA 97) and corresponds to type class

D, which says: Traffic light systems in

star wiring for crossing flows of traffic

with traffic light control

of the hostile traffic flows.

These are systems used to

regulate crossing flows of

traffic such as vehicles,

pedestrians, cyclists,

buses and trains etc.

Vehicle actuation should

be possible with request

mode and green phase

extension depending on

the flow of traffic.

connections for SMS remote monitoring,
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AVS Mellingen GmbH:

New Managing Director

Steffen Weidner is the new Mana-

ging director at AVS Mellingen

GmbH.

Steffen Weidner, 41, has been

working for the company already

since 1995 and has gone through all

the departments – from road works

service via calculation and billing

through to site supervision and

branch management.

Steffen Weider succeeds Dipl.-Ing

Reinhard Cämmerer who went into

well-earned retirement in December

on reaching pensionable age.

At a joint exhibition stand, Berghaus Verkehrstechnik and the service provider AVS

Traffic Safety will be presenting their new products in traffic technology and mobile

crash barriers together with the range of services provided for professional traffic

safety. You are cordially invited to visit us at our exhibition stand 01.410 in hall 1: we

look forward to many interesting talks!

as easily as with a TV remote control

and with a choice of many languages.

Find out about our universal possibilities

for using mobile LED alternating traffic

signs to inform, warn or control road

users.

Our service partner company, the AVS

Traffic Safety Group, presents the very

latest "offspring" in the ProTec family as

a new product at the trade fair for more

safety at road works:

– our narrowest ProTec

crash barrier is an ideal addition to the

portfolio of established and proven

mobile crash barrier systems

and

Thanks to the now even narrower

planning-relevant width and the

outstanding test results, the new ProTec

100 will soon find its place at our road

works and motorway construction sites

where in future it too will have a

contribution to make to enhancing traffic

safety, just like its "big sisters".

This year once again, we have

for our loyal customers who

want to come to the event. The tickets

will be issued in the order of receiving

your requests while stocks last! If you

are interested, please contact us

straightaway in writing, by fax or mail.

Mobile LED alternating traffic sign

Mobile crash barriers

ProTec 100

ProTec

120 ProTec 160

100 free

tickets

We are always on the look-out for

competent partners in the continuous

expansion of our export network.

Please contact us!

Once again the time has come for all and

sundry in the traffic technology branch

to meet in Amsterdam, where the

world's number 1 trade fair INTER-

TRAFFIC is taking place from 27 to 30

March 2012 in the RAI Exhibition and

Convention Centre.

At this international trade fair for the

planning, administration and mainte-

nance of traffic and transport infrastruc-

ture, we will once again be presenting

our company's innovative product

developments to the interested trade

public. Among others, the following

Berghaus products will be on view at

our exhibition stand 01.410 in hall 1:

We will be presenting our new

that runs on a 12V battery or 230V

power supply; it can also be used to

control bottleneck traffic. The FG 2 is

operated intuitively at the touch panel

using a dialogue process. All settings are

clearly shown in plain text on the large

information display.

Our

will be on view in its

new design, with the standard version

now already equipped with LED

technology in the ultra-flat housing. The

user is guided through the control menu

Mobile traffic light technology

mobile

pedestrian traffic light controller FG 2

low-cost best-selling export traffic

light MPB 1400

INTERTRAFFIC 2012 in Amsterdam

New pedestrian traffic lights controller FG 2

Pedestrian controller FG 2

Mobile pedestrian traffic light with acoustic

signal head for the blind and the visually

impaired

actuation of illuminated waiting signals,

pedestrian request button with visual

feedback, acoustic system with buttons for

the blind, operating logbook and much

more besides.

Take a look at the new pedestrian traffic

light controller FG 2 in operation at our

exhibition stand!
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Saying good-bye to Reinhard Cämmerer

The "new" and "old" MD: Steffen Weidner

presents a retirement gift to Reinhard

Cämmerer (on the right).

Refresher course: MVAS for employees

Instructor Jens-Rolf Oppermann, Traffic Technology Office, Lehrte (2nd on the right)

uses a reflection gauge to explain the need for adequate reflection values in traffic signs –

particularly under adverse roadwork conditions

A cordial speech from Dieter Berghaus

expressed his gratitude for Richard

Cämmerer's many years of motivated

commitment to the company; he

presented him with a gift from all the

Management Boards.

Steffen Wildner as the new Managing

Director of AVS Mellingen GmbH

thanked his predecessor on behalf of all

AVS employees and said he was looking

forward to continuing the hitherto

successful path ofAVS Mellingen.

Reinhard Cämmerer expressed his

gratitude for the many presents and good

wishes. He will look back with fond

memories to the good times that he has

experienced over the many years with his

colleagues in theAVS team.

Countless congratulations were voiced

and many retirement gifts were

presented. But the crowning glory was

without doubt a little piglet which in

future will be Reinhard Cämmerer's

lucky mascot and help to keep the garden

in good shape. "There'll be no time for

boredom", the colleagues laughed.

Dipl.-Ing. Reinhard Cämmerer worked

successfully for AVS in Mellingen for 20

years. As he reached his 65th birthday,

the workforce said farewell to their

Managing Director as he now took his

well-earned retirement.

The fitter's shop in the production

building was appropriately set up, tables

and benches were put in position, tasty

refreshments and plenty of cooled drinks

were at the ready, and a mobile LED pre-

warner appropriately showed people

where to go. Reinhard Cämmerer had

invited the colleagues at AVS Mellingen

to his retirement party and to mark his

65th birthday in early December.

All employees, many customers, the

Managing Directors from AVS in

Overath and Lehrte, from Peter Berghaus

GmbH and the Managing Director of the

AVS Holding, Dieter Berghaus, all gladly

took up this invitation to Mellingen.

New battery casing: traffic light MPB 3400 for Scandinavia

We have produced a customised mobile

battery casing for one of our key account

customers in Norway, for hooking up to

the towbar of a vehicle in the roadworks

area. This makes it easy for the customer

to control the traffic lights at travelling

roadworks – for example when

resurfacing the road. The traffic light can

be moved individually either by a vehicle

or by hand while the work continues,

according to progress being made on site.

The mobile battery casing is made

completely of aluminium and is powder

coated in signal yellow according to the

Norwegian regulations for mobile traffic

light systems. The large lockable battery

compartment is made of robust

aluminium chequered plate and can take

up to two 12V/170Ah batteries. The

hinged traffic light mast can be easily

locked for transport to the road works and

accommodates the traffic light signal

head which can be adjusted in height and

turned as needed. Our customer has

selected the mobile traffic light MPB

3400 for combination with the mobile

lower structure, but any traffic light from

the MPB family can be used.

The mobile battery casing has pneumatic

tyres and is equipped with a jockey wheel

that is adjustable in height, with parking

brake. Wheel chocks are also supplied. At

our customer's request, all mobile battery

casing were fitted with a ball-type towing

device at both the front and at the rear so

that several lower structures can be

hooked up in succession for easy

transport within the roadworks.

Our strengths as an expert traffic

technology manufacturer are revealed

once again quite clearly by the mobile

battery casing made at the suggestion

of a customer.

From taking up the initial idea through

to final production of both electrical

and mechanical products for traffic

technology, here at Berghaus all these

things come from one source:

Made in Germany!

AVS Traffic Safety with its service

network of 270 well trained experts takes

care of our safety at road and motorway

roadworks every day.

Our service partner has altogether 11

branches throughout Germany where

AVS staff work as expert partners for all

aspects of traffic safety. Regular courses

are held for all employees in the AVS

Traffic Safety branches to ensure that

their good training standard is kept on a

high level.

Attention here focuses in particular on

keeping the initial and advanced training

on a uniform standard, as the employees

of the eleven AVS branches often work

together on a nationwide basis. This

makes it important for them all to speak

the same professional language and to be

familiar with using the instruments and

necessary procedures in the same way.

All training always has to take place

during ongoing business operations, as

road words safety and maintenance is an

on-going 24/7 process on every day of the

year. AVS employees regularly attend

refresher courses at the start of the year

when the roadworks situation tends to be

comparatively quiet; this was the case in

mid January when a 2-day MVAS

seminar was held on the premises of the

mainAVS branch in Overath.

Instructor Jens-Rolf Oppermann from the

Büro für Verkehrstechnik in Lehrte

introduced the topic of traffic safety right

from the start and emphasised the special

responsibility that every single one of the

course participants has to bear in terms of

roadworks safety. During the two days,

they took a detailed look at the RSA

(Guidelines for the Work Involved in

Safeguarding Roadworks) and other

important regulations, which Mr.

Oppermann explained using many visual

aids, photos and videos with practical

examples.
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New hinged TL sign stand made of aluminium

New handy hinged sign stand made of aluminium – tested of course according to the

Technical Delivery Conditions for mobile erection devices (TL Erection Devices) for

stability class K 6.

Ready in no time:

Position the sign stand and loosen the winged

bolt at the hinged mast. Then open the two black

clamping screws…

Once again this year, traffic light experts

received training at the start of February at

company headquarters in Kürten near

Cologne and at the end of February at our

AVS service provider in Mellingen near

Weimar. More than 80 employees from

specialist companies for signalling

technology and traffic safety took up this

offer of further training.

Two different, consecutively structured

two-day seminars were available for the

basic and advanced level. The contents

featured the necessary German guidelines

and technical specifications for mobile

traffic lights (e.g. RiLSA, TL-LSA), as

well as drawing up and implementing

signal timetables and operation of the

traffic light controllers including effective

troubleshooting on site.

As manufacturer, we gladly provided a

comprehensive insight into mobile traffic

light technology and responded to

questions and suggestions coming from

the participants.

The instructors and mobile traffic light

´"professionals", operations manager

Alfred Wurth and technician Uwe

Banischewski led the participants through

the various topics related to mobile traffic

light systems and were happy to pass on

many tips and tricks from their decades of

professional experience with Berghaus

Traffic Technology.

Berghaus trains traffic light experts

The new hinged sign stands made of

aluminium are a meaningful addition to

our range of mobile TLerection devices.

Just like all our other mobile sign stands,

the hinged stand has been tested by a

sworn expert pursuant to the

And the test results really stand up to

scrutiny.

Stability classes K3, K4, K5 and K6 were

allocated, depending on the number of

K1 base plates used (see yellow text panel

on the right).

The tested maximum stability class K6

(hinged stand loaded with four K1 base

plates weighing 28 kg each) is adequate

for instance for erection outside built-up

areas of two triangle size 2, SL 900 mm

with an erection height of 2 m (sign lower

edge). It is of course also possible for two

round signs size 2, 600 mm or one round

sign and one triangle to be erected to this

height instead.

The ZTV-SA makes lesser stipulations

for use in built-up areas. The new hinged

sign with stability class K6 can then even

be used for traffic control boards

measuring up to 1,000 x 1,500 mm with

an erection height of 2.20 m (sign lower

edge). When setting up stopping

restrictions in built-up areas (round sign

600 mm) with an additional explanatory

sign (600 x 600 mm), stability class K3

must be fulfilled at a height of 2.20 m,

which means that the hinged sign would

need two K1 base plates. In many cases,

the stopping restriction signage described

above can be seen with just two base

plates on top of each other, without a sign

stand, but this erection only corresponds

to K2. Now according to the RSA, for

safety reasons it is not permitted to

simply stack three K1 base plates on top

of each other; when more than two K1

base plates are used, it is safer to place

them in a base plate holder (stand) that

also prevents the plates from slipping.

The new hinged sign stand weighs only

16 kg and is extremely compact and

handy thanks to its small dimensions. It

takes up little space during transport.

The hinged stand is therefore ideal for

swift, stable erection of road signs for

short-term construction work, one-day

roadworks, surveying work and also for

use by gas/water/power troubleshooting

services.

German

Technical Delivery Conditions for

Erection Designs for Signs and Traffic

Devices at Construction Sites (TL

Erection Devices 97).

now erect the hinged mast and

fix with the clamping screws...

then put the required number of K1 base

plates in position and secure with the

hinged clamp – READY!

Tested pursuant to TL Erection Devices

�

�

�

�

with 2 x K1 base plates up to class K3

with 3 x K1 base plates up to class

with 4 x K1 base plates up to class

with 5 x K1 base plates up to class

K4

K5

K6

Technical data

Transport size: 1170 x 475 x 165 mm

+ erected:  1170 x 475 x 970 mm

Weight: 16 kg

Order No.: EE 0760

Our new product catalogue

2012/2013 is being sent out to

customers right on time for the

INTERTRAFFIC. 64 colourful

pages give an overview of our

comprehensive range of products.

Well over 200 illustrations and

detailed explanations indicate the

strength and diversity of Peter

Berghaus GmbH: innovative

traffic technology from a single

source – naturally straight from

the manufacturer.

The catalogue is organised into

product groups and includes for

example: flashing and LED

advance warning lights, tempo-

rary traffic control light systems,

illuminated arrows, rotating

beacon indicator lamps, mobile

pre-warner and warning trailers,

mobile traffic lights, erection

devices for traffic lights and signs,

road marking films, TL beacons,

mobile crash barriers and much,

much more besides.

New: Berghaus product catalogue 2012/2013

Participants at traffic light course 1 in Kürten / February 2012 in our training room.

Instructor Alfred Wurth (left) guides them in putting theory into practice – directly at the

traffic light.

Stand No. 01.410
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ProTec 120: approval for many countries

Germany's motorway network is

constantly being upgraded, with PPP

models (public/private partnerships) as

the basis for cooperation between the

public and private sectors.At present, four

of these PPP major construction sites are

in progress for motorway improvement

work. AVS is responsible for traffic safety

at three of these major projects that are

running parallel

This hitherto largest PPP project entails

improving the A1 between Hamburg and

Bremen. With AVS responsible for traffic

safety, since 2008 the motorway has been

upgraded to six lanes in a total of 26

sections over a length of 72.5 km.

Completion is planned for the end of

2012.

Since 2010, AVS

has been respon-

sible for traffic

safety in the 41 km

section between

M a l s c h a n d

Offenburg. The

work should be

c o m p l e t e d b y

autumn 2014.

In the next three years, the A9 is being

upgraded between Gera and Hof over a

length of altogether 46.5 km. Since the

end of 2011,AVS has been responsible for

traffic safety for the six-lane improvement

of the first partial section measuring about

19 km in length from the Lederhose

motorway junction to the border between

Thuringia and Bavaria. The entire

motorway improvement work is to be

finished by the end of November 2014.

Responsibility for traffic safety in the

major PPP projects only reflects part of

the versatility of the AVS Traffic Safety

Group. Every day, AVS also at the same

time takes care of traffic safety for many

other small and large projects, including

planning, erection and maintenance, from

the bottleneck traffic light e.g. in Cologne

through to the 11 km of motorway

roadworks on the A7 between Bockenem

and Salzgitter with signage, marking and

mobile crash barriers.

The range of services AVS offers is really

impressive, particularly when you know

that all jobs are performed with AVS's

own material and machinery and naturally

also with the necessa-

ry know-how of the

AVS experts.

AVS complete service

from a single source:

traffic planning, site

supervision, com-

pilation of road sign

plans, diversion and

motorway signage,

roadworks marking

solutions (type I+II)

with film, paint, cold

spray plastic and also

total removal of all

markings with the

AVS-PeelJet, mobile

TL road restraint systems with con-

tainment levels T1 to H2, mobile traffic

lights, congestion warning signs, mobile

LED signs and much more besides – all on

request with 24/7 full service.

With eleven sites nationwide, 270 well-

trained AVS experts are available for your

traffic safety: simple contact us!

Six-lane upgrade of the A1 motorway

between Hamburg and Bremen

Six-lane upgrade

of the A5 motor-

w a y b e t w e e n

Baden-Baden and

Offenburg

Upgrading the A9

motorway between Gera and Hof

AVS-Verkehrssicherung.de

Three PPP projects with AVS Traffic Safety

Mobile crash barriers by Berghaus and

AVS are tested and approved according to

the European requirements for vehicle

restraint systems. In Germany, the BASt

(Federal Highway Research Institute)

issues an approval list about these systems

tested to standard DIN EN 1317 and

complying with TL 97 Mobile Road

Restraint Systems.

Some countries keep their own lists about

the approvals of passive restraint systems

similar to the BASt. The mobile crash

barrier ProTec 120 has been included in

the national lists for example for Austria,

Israel and just recently also in Denmark

and Norway.

Furthermore, ProTec 120 has also been

used successfully for traffic safety in the

Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden and

Switzerland. Here the responsible

approval authorities have authorised our

test reports and given their approval for

ProTec 120 to be used on a national scale.

At present we are currently going through

the approval process in various other

countries.

ProTec 120 in Austria on the A12 motorway

near Innsbruck

ProTec 120 in Denmark on the Öresund

motorway

Offspring in the ProTec family: the new

mobile crash barrier ProTec 100 adds yet

another model to the proven portfolio.

Given the positive echo to the mobile road

restraint systems ProTec 120 and 160, our

development engineers have created a

new crash barrier that builds on and even

supplements the known advantages of the

ProTec systems.

With a base width of 25 cm, the planning-

relevant width of ProTec 100 is just 12 cm.

The crash barriers can be unloaded using

simple loading tools and mounted very

quickly on site in one single work

procedure.

Thanks to the lighter weight of the new

crash barrier, the loading volume per truck

has been increased to 204 continuous

metres of ProTec 100.

The good results obtained in the impact

test with containment level T3/effective

range W2 and the ideal impact force level

"A" for vehicle occupants lead to count-

less possible uses of ProTec 100 pursuant

to the stipulations of the ZTV-SA. These

include positioning the mobile crash

barrier in roadworks both as divider be-

tween roadworks and traffic and as space-

saving, reliable contraflow zone divider.

Mobile crash barriers in the ProTec family

can be used to cover all possible uses from

A to D pursuant to the ZTV SA (fig. 2,

chapter 6.11) with professional erection,

force-fit transition and absolute precision.

Starting, end and transition structures on

permanent crash barrier elements are

naturally also available, together with

mobile systems – preferably on the

ProTec family – or dilatation elements.

The individual ProTec 100 elements have

a structural length of just 6 m. This

flexibility means that they can also be

used at roadworks in inner-city areas with

smaller curve radii. For many customers,

the 6 m structural length offers great

advantages in terms of logistics as the

ProTec 100 elements can be transported

on somewhat smaller (own) company

vehicles. Similarly, the loading crane can

have smaller dimensions as the element

weight is less than 750 kg. ProTec 100

therefore clearly reduces transport and

installation costs.

Offspring: new mobile crash barrier ProTec 100

Traffic safety by AVS on the A5 motorway

near Bühl

Positioned and mounted on site directly

from the truck at the roadworks.

Compensation element (dilatation element)

204 continuous metres ProTec 100 per

truck

Picture: Wieser Verkehrssicherheit GmbHPicture: Traffics A/S

Peter Berghaus GmbH
Traffic Technology Mobile Crash Barriers•
Herrenhoehe 6 • D-51515 Kuerten • phone +49 22 07 96 77 0 • fax +49 22 07 96 77 80

www.berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de • mail@berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de

Peter Berghaus GmbH as manufacturer for innovative traffic technology and our

service provider, AVS Traffic Safety with its 11 sites nationwide are at your service in

word and deed with 270 well qualified staff.

Berghaus Traffic Technology

and -Traffic Safety11 x AVS

Your Traffic Safety

!
Professionals

Safety by Berghaus

Your experts for roadworks:safe
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